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Turbulence 
comes from risk

• Unlike many years, 2023 
promises to have twists and turns 
different from the last few years.

• While public budgets are flush, 
they contain forecasts about a 
very uncertain future.

• Public officials will exercise 
prudence about spending 
surpluses.



Risks and why 
they matter to 
you

• China
• Russia
• Federal Reserve
• Missing workers



China: When a large country re-opens



Q2 peak Zero-
COVID; Q4 end 
of policy

• 3% growth was 2nd

slowest since 1970s.
• 8.4% in 2021.

• 4th quarter beat 
expectations.



The country imports 
have declined lately

• GDP growth 3% in 2022 vs 5.5% target
• How much due to COVID policies?



Reopening implies increased demand for fuel

Coal production rises as demand for 
cement and steel will rise in 2023

Chinese imports of fuel and related 
materials (in USD, thousands)



Parting thought: 
Demographics



Russia and Europe



The combination of Russia and China will make recent gas prices move 
up further

You should expect your fuel prices to rise, constraining projects.



Russian 
imports to 

EU have 
fallen in 
volume

• Moscow has a budget deficit that is a struggle to manage, but they must 
continue to spend to support the war.



Current expectations are for $87 oil, about where it is today.
Notice how badly we keep missing.



Portland Cement Association forecast: 8% 
decrease in residential; +0.8% in public
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How will this revenue be replaced?
scsu.mn/qbr



Monetary policy: How long 
matters more than how high



The Fed funds rate rise is still below inflation
scsu.mn/qbr

Inflation

Fed Funds Rate



Gone this far 
before, just 
not this fast

And the market currently expects 50-75 bps 
more than what is on this chart. 

scsu.mn/qbr



FED projections on Fed funds consistent 
with economist projections
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What will be the peak Fed funds rate?
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Probability of 
recession is 61%
Average of 71 economists.

Inflation at year-end 2023 at 3.1%.

But families still have cash to spend.



Will the retired stay so?



There is a labor shortage
It’s not guys in their basements playing World of Warcraft.



Excess 
retired 
around 1.8 
million



The key will 
be whether 

those retirees 
return



The bottom line: This is likely permanent

• Demographically, Boomers are reaching regular retirement age
• By 2024, most are over 65, who typically are 2/3rds retired

• Excess retirements more white collar than blue
• Excess savings might be able to allow them to stay out

• In 2008, “401k’s became 201k’s”. Not this time (so far)

• Lack of labor force participation makes unretirement harder.
• Telework will be preferred by this group in particular.



Conclusions

China and Russia mean energy costs will be around 
current level. 
• I would assume a higher gas price than current, maybe to 

$3.50.
• But quicker re-opening of China, or quicker reduction of 

Russian oil, is a risk.

The Federal Reserve is going to watch inflation

• Has permission to go higher as long as unemployment rate is 
below 5%.

Real growth will require more workers

• Mostly the missing workers are older; how do you bring them 
back?
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